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29Lattice Boltzmannmethod was used to predict the fluid-particle interaction for arbitrary shaped particles.
30In order to validate the reliability of the present approach, simulation of flow past a single stationary
31spherical, cylindrical or cubic particle is conducted in a wide range of Reynolds number
32(0.1 < Rep < 3000). The results indicate that the drag coefficient is closely related to the particle shape,
33especially at high Reynolds numbers. The voxel resolution of spherical particle plays a key role in accu-
34rately predicting the drag coefficient at high Reynolds numbers. For non-spherical particles, the drag
35coefficient is more influenced by the particle morphology at moderate or high Reynolds numbers than
36at low ones. The inclination angle has an important impact on the pressure drag force due to the change
37of projected area. The simulated drag coefficient agrees well with the experimental data or empirical cor-
38relation for both spherical and non-spherical particles.
39� 2017 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of The Society of Powder Technology Japan. All rights
40reserved.
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44 1. Introduction

45 Gas-solids flow systems are widely encountered in chemical
46 and process industries. The comprehensive knowledge of the gas-
47 solids flow characteristics is essential for the scale-up, design and
48 optimization of chemical reactor and improvement of system effi-
49 ciency [1,2]. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been
50 regarded as an effective alternative approach for understanding
51 the complex physics of gas-particle flow, which presents a big chal-
52 lenge experimentally due to the limitation of measuring tech-
53 niques. Accurate description of the drag force between the gas
54 and particle phase is one of the key issues for CFD modeling of
55 gas-solids flow [3–5]. Up to now, most of the drag models are
56 developed from spherical particles, such as the Wen-Yu model
57 [6], Syamlal-O’Brien model [7], Gidaspow model [8] and Energy
58 Minimization Multi-Scale model [9]. However, a noteworthy fact
59 is that non-spherical particles are generally involved in practical
60 gas-particle systems.
61 Accurate prediction of drag force on individual particle is funda-
62 mental in understanding the mass, momentum and energy
63 exchanges between the gas and particle phases. Many efforts have
64 been carried out to predict the flow past a stationary particle based

65on the Finite Volume (FV) method. Most of these investigations
66were limited to low-to-moderate Reynolds numbers
67(i.e., Rep � 500) for both spherical [10–12] and non-spherical
68particles [13–17]. For turbulent flow at high Reynolds numbers
69(Rep � 500), limited work was conducted on spherical particles
70using direct numerical simulation (DNS) and large eddy simulation
71(LES) [18–20]. The whole range of spatial and temporal scales of
72turbulence can be resolved in the computational mesh by DNS,
73while large amount of computational resource is needed even at
74low Reynolds number [21]. LES reduces the computational cost
75by reducing the range of time scale and length scale via a low-
76pass filtering of the Navier-Stokes equation, and is an effective
77alternative for turbulence modeling. The computational resource
78required by LES is smaller than that of DNS, but is still higher than
79that of Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS). On the other
80hand, the Lattice Boltzmann (LB) method was applied to calculate
81the fluid-particle hydrodynamics force by Ladd [22,23]. The most
82notable feature of LB method is that the computational cost scales
83linearly with the number of particles. In the past 20 years, increas-
84ing effort have been carried out on flow past single particle or
85arrays of particles [24–27], with a focus on low or moderate Rey-
86nolds numbers (i.e., Rep � 500).
87Discrete element method (DEM) is an important and powerful
88tool for modeling particulate systems and the current trend is to
89move away from spheres toward more realistic (i.e., non-
90spherical) particle shapes. Accurate representation of the particle
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91 shape is fundamental for the application of DEM. Up to now, the
92 methods for describing the shape of particle mainly include com-
93 posite particles, smooth and continuous surface particles, com-
94 bined surface particles, and digital particles. The advantages and
95 disadvantages of each method have been reviewed by Zhong
96 et al. [28] in terms of accuracy, versatility, complexity and speed.
97 The basic concept of digital particle is that any shaped particle -
98 including the internal structure and surface texture as well as
99 the overall shape – can be represented by a coherent collection

100 of voxels. The resolution depends on how accurate the shape needs
101 to be represented in particular applications [29,30]. Compared
102 with other methods, the digital approach is not limited to mathe-
103 matically easily describable shapes as voxels can be used to repre-
104 sent any arbitrary shapes; and the computational cost is dependent
105 on the total number of voxels regardless of the shape complexity.
106 DigiDEM was proposed by using voxels (3D pixels) to represent
107 particles instead of spheres in many conventional DEM [31]. Since
108 both DigiDEM and LB methods operate on the same regular lattice
109 grids in nature, a novel approach coupling the above two methods
110 was suggested to predict the fluid-particle interactions in fluidised
111 beds, which is more suitable for dealing with irregular shaped par-
112 ticles in comparison to the existed approaches [31]. To validate the
113 predictive ability of DigiDEM coupling with LB method, a LB imple-
114 mentation is investigated over a much wider range of Reynolds
115 numbers in this study. The fluid drag acting on a particle with var-
116 ied shape is represented in term of the drag coefficient. The influ-
117 ences of Reynolds number, particle resolution, particle shape and
118 inclination angle on the drag coefficient are carefully analyzed,
119 and compared with the experimental data and empirical correla-
120 tions published in the literature.

121 2. Drag correlation of single spherical/non-spherical particle

122 Numerous efforts have been focused on the fluid drag on a
123 spherical particle to obtain an appropriate correlation [32–34].
124 Most of the drag coefficient values were obtained by particle set-
125 tling experiments at low Reynolds number and by wind tunnel
126 experiments at high Reynolds number [25]. Several correlations
127 for the spherical particle have been proposed with different accu-
128 racies and ranges of applicability [35]. Based on a critical review
129 of the published data, Clift et al. [36] proposed a correlation con-
130 sisting 6 polynomial equations with 18 fitted constants, which
131 shows better goodness of fit to 408 experimental data reported
132 in the literature. After reviewing experimental studies about the
133 fluid drag on a spherical particle since the beginning of 20th cen-
134 tury, Brown and Desmond [35] confirmed that the correlation by
135 Clift et al. [36] is the best for drag coefficient for spheres, despite
136 of the slight discontinuities at some transition points from one
137 Reynolds number range to another.
138 The shape diversity adds difficulties in estimating the fluid-
139 particle interaction [37]. Holzer and Sommerfeld [38] plotted the
140 experimental drag coefficients versus Reynolds numbers for
141 spheres, disks and plates, lengthwise spheroids and streamline
142 bodies, isometric particles (e.g., cubes, tetrahedrons and octahe-
143 drons) and some irregular shaped particles. It was observed that
144 the particle shape had a strong influence on the profile of drag
145 coefficient. Generally, the correlations for spherical particles were
146 not valid for non-spherical particles due to the strong dependence
147 of drag coefficient on the shape. Up to now, several drag correla-
148 tions for non-spherical particles have been proposed from the
149 experimental data [33,38,39]. Haider and Levenspiel [33] proposed
150 a generalized correlation to associate the drag coefficient with the
151 Reynolds number for spherical and non-spherical particles, and the
152 so-called sphericity was introduced to describe the effect of parti-
153 cle shape. Ganser [39] assumed that each isolated particle experi-

154ences a Stokes’s regime where drag was proportional to velocity,
155and a Newton’s regime where drag was proportional to the square
156of velocity, and then developed correlations for both spherical and
157non-spherical particles correspondently. A simple correlation tak-
158ing into account the particle orientation was established for the
159drag coefficient based on a large number of experimental data in
160the literature [38]. The mean relative deviation between this corre-
161lation and 2061 experimental data for different shapes was 14.1%,
162which was much lower than those of 383% and 348% from the cor-
163relations of Haider and Levenspiel [33] and Ganser [39], respec-
164tively. The simulated results are compared with the commonly
165used correlations for spherical and non-spherical particles, as list
166in Table 1.

1673. Mathematical model and numerical method

1683.1. Lattice Boltzmann method

169Compared to the traditional CFD method that solves the Navier-
170Stokes equation for the macroscopic fluid dynamics, i.e. pressure
171and velocity, the LB method can be used to simulate fluid flow in
172terms of the particle distribution function, which exists at each
173of the grid nodes that make up the fluid domain [40,41]. The
174particle distribution functions relate the probable amount of fluid
175particles moving with a discrete speed in a discrete direction at
176each lattice node and each time increment. These functions are
177analogous to the continuous, microscopic density function of the
178Boltzmann equation [42]. For the LB method, time and space
179coordinates are discretized with velocity range in phase space
180limited to a finite set of vectors that represent the directions in
181which the fluid particles can travel. The D3Q19 model is employed
182in this study, as shown in Fig. 1. It has 18 discrete lattice velocities
183with one at rest. Components of D3Q19 lattice are listed in
184matrix as
185

Ci ¼ c

0 1 �1 0 0 0 0 1 �1 �1 1 1 �1 �1 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 �1 0 0 1 1 �1 �1 0 0 0 0 1 �1 �1 1

0 0 0 0 0 1 �1 0 0 0 0 1 1 �1 1 1 1 �1 �1

2
6664

3
7775

ð1Þ 187187

188Basic LB method algorithm involves the streaming and collision
189processes at each node and each time step: streaming process
190propagates particle distribution function value between neighbor-
191ing nodes (Eq. (2)); collision process redistributes the functions
192that arrive at each node (Eq. (3)), as expressed:
193

f iðxþ ciDt; t þ DtÞ ¼ f �i ðx; tÞ ð2Þ 195195

196
f �i ðx; tÞ ¼ f iðx; tÞ þXiðf ðx; tÞÞ ð3Þ 198198

199where Dx is the lattice spacing, Dt is the explicit time step, f �i ðx; tÞ
200and f iðx; tÞ are the post-collision and pre-collision distribution func-
201tions, respectively. Xiðf ðx; tÞÞ is the collision operator, it controls the
202relaxation rate of particle distribution function.
203The relaxation process of the LB method acts on the non-
204equilibrium part of the distribution functions at a node to drive
205them toward equilibrium. The single relaxation time collision
206operator, Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) model, is written as
207

Xiðf ðx; tÞÞ ¼ �1
s

f iðx; tÞ � f ðeqÞi ðx; tÞ
h i

ð4Þ 209209

210where s is the relaxation time and it controls the rate at which the
211distribution functions relaxes toward the equilibrium value; fluid
212viscosity is dependent on this relaxation parameter and is com-
213puted as follows
214
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